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Tyagunova J.
Evolution of theoretical and methodological basis of the university educational process projecting
The article deals with the reasons for changing of the key terms set and educational process projecting approaches in retrospect
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Serbulov A.
Features of the formation of educational programs for economic and management training for the region’s fishing industry
This article describes the role and place of fishing industry in the socio-economic development of Russia, identified problems and prospects of the development of this important sector of the economy
Emphasizes the importance of training for the fishing industry enterprises, as seamen, and for coastal infrastructure enterprises
Defined competence profile for professionals in business economics fishing industry
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Bryzgalova S., Artistcheva E.
The realization of students’ knowledge correction in the system of self-preparation
The article is devoted to the problem of organizing students’ self-preparation work from the point of view of knowledge correction. The authors consider different approaches to the essence of self-preparation as the form and means of education in the high educational institution, its kinds and methodical provision. The article offers using collections of tests on knowledge correction for in-class and out-of-class work with the purpose of self-diagnostics and self-correction of students’ knowledge.
Keywords: self-preparation; correction of knowledge; didactic test; self-checking, self-diagnostics

Siubareva I.
Concept of tradition in a context of the interdisciplinary approach
The article explored the phenomenon from the perspective of the tradition of its origin, consistently has considered the main approaches to understanding and defining traditions in the logic of interdisciplinary pedagogy-related disciplines, presented a generalized access to the pedagogical traditions.
Keywords: traditions; pedagogical traditions; historical; pedagogical traditions; education

Toropov P.
Problems in the management of socio-legal activity of students
Discusses the social significance of socio-legal activity of students, problems of management of the process and some of the results of a study of socio-legal activities of the university students
Keywords: educational process of the university; the social and legal activity of students; the problems of management and research prospects

Silina S., Timofeeva V/
Archeological approach in the active projection
Considers degree of factor of archeology of active projection as a as a basic method of professional training.
Keywords: innovation; creativity; archeology; active projection

Gladkaya G.
Evaluation methods of behavioral competence of bachelors of Pedagogical High School
In the article are presented various evaluation methods of behavioral competence of bachelors,
which reveal specific features of modern students. The considered methods assist teacher to construct the personified educational process. Keywords: behavioral competence; evaluation method; the bachelor; personification of educational process

Bychkova O.

Peculiarities of psychological and pedagogical training for teaching in higher education
This article features on the peculiarities of psychological and pedagogical training for teaching in the system of postgraduate education Keywords: forms of retraining teachers; psycho-pedagogical knowledge; interdisciplinary course

Grebeniuk T., Wajdt V.

To the question of the forming the professional thesaurus of a future specialist
In this article some results of the research paper of a forming students’ professional thesaurus at the process of studying at the university are presented. Authors are examined resources of the educational discussion on the base of theoretical views to this problem; they submit a preparation of a thesaurus scheme, which was made from the experimental testing. Keywords: thesaurus; professional thesaurus; forming a thesaurus; educational discussion; thesaurus scheme

Bezuglaya T.

Features educational assessment
The article describes the nature, methods and characteristics of educational assessment at present Russia. Keywords: pedagogical diagnostics; psychological diagnostics; non-experimental methods; experimental methods; forming methods

Kibysh A.

Juvenile crime and problems of training prison educators
The article deals with the reasons of growth and change in the structure of juvenile delinquency and the problems of training prison educators. Keywords: juvenile crime; the prison system; prison pedagogy; training prison educators; resocialization

Bokarev M., Ismailov E.

Pre-university education in Austria
The article highlights some of the outcomes of the comparative study of Austrian secondary, vocational and tertiary education Keywords: secondary; vocational; tertiary education; professional training; educational institutions of the secondary; vocational and tertiary education

Klemencova N.

Language, culture, way of thinking: the problem of the relation
The problem of relationship of language, culture and thought is considered in language didactics aspect, the concepts of language world picture and language personality being invoked. Keywords: language and culture relationship; language and thought relationship; language world picture; language personality

Grebeniuk T., Liubishina S., Starodubchenko S.

Problems of motivation of studying and work in Professor O.S. Grebeniuk’s pedagogical heritage
In this article problems of forming the motivation, examined and represented by the Professor O.S. Gerenuk in his thesis and doctoral thesis are considered. The importance of scientific contribution to the development of pedagogy, prospects of using his results in modernization of the educational system are shown
Keywords: motivation; motivation of studying and work; didactic system of forming the motivation of studying and work; principle of motivation

Smurygin V.

Using of combined tests for concluding control of knowledge
In the article comparative analysis of results of concluding knowledge control, which is conducted by combined testing method, is carried out
Keywords: physics; examination; test; mastering; analysis; knowledge; control; estimation; probability; combined testing

Pets A.

Development of the intellectual potential of students in educational computing experiment in mathematics
Summed up the experience applying the methodology of computing experiment in the study of physics and mathematics at the University of Technology.
Keywords: educational computing experiment; engineering pedagogy; integration software

Chuksina I.

Professional communicative competence of specialists Naval Engineering University
The features of the communicative competence of specialists Naval Engineering University
Keywords: technical education, occupation, communication - speaking skills, personal qualities

Rudinckiy I., Solovey M

Problems of implementation of competence-based approach to the preparation of future professionals in the field of information and communication technologies
The paper considers the problem of competence-based approach to training of bachelors in the ICT- sector identifies the causes and formulates proposals for its removal
Keywords: competence; Bachelor; Information and Communication Technology; the State educational standard; specialty

Kuznetsov E.

The content analysis of subjects professionally-oriented environmental education engineering management training waterway
Substantiates the process of environmental education supplement of Water Transport new scientific disciplines that contribute to filling the state educational standards clearly defined professional context. The effectiveness of the proposed disciplines guaranteed comprehensive methodological justification. The indicator "Ecological Safety Culture", is regarded as a benchmark for an integrated environmental education of future engineers and administrative personnel of water transport
Keywords: environmental axiology; environmental management; environmental conflict management; staff water transport regulatory framework of environmental safety

Malkova I.

Terminology dictionaries in professional terminology acquisition by the technical students of Fisherties University
The issue of speech aspect of the professional competence formation by means of terminology dictionaries is being considered.
Keywords: professional terminology; professional competence; terminology; terminology dictionary; speech competence; lexicographic analysis

Grigoriev A., Fadeeva V.

Information and educational environment as the factor of improvement of quality of educational process in higher education institution
In this article the information environment of the Ministry of Internal Affairs educational institution of Russia and its value in formation and development of professionally significant personal qualities of future experts is considered
Keywords: information environment, professional education, processing, modeling, formation, development, personality, technologies.

Ishenko K.

Professional consciousness as psychological phenomenon.
The article rasmatrivayutsya search for optimal ways to improve training of law enforcement agencies.

Keywords: professional education, practical orientation, information and intellectual society, drug trafficking, civil law, a system of beliefs, principles and priorities, efficiency.

Fadeev V., Dembrov V.

Innovative way of development of the higher school
In article problems of transition of the Russian society to an innovative way of development of the higher school are considered, making new demands to quality of educational services including for higher educational institutions of navy of the Russian Federation

Keywords: pedagogics; professionalism; innovative competence; system; information technologies; educational environment; graduate; development

Martynenkov V.

Vocationally oriented training complexes as a didactic tool in the system of additional professional education
Presented professionally oriented training complexes as a didactic tool in the system of additional professional education

Keywords: a didactic tool; the system of additional professional education training facilities; professional orientation

Mikhailov A.

Reader in industrial and civil engineering of the State Technical University of Instructional Design of Illustrative Teaching Information as a Psychological and Pedagogical Problem
This article takes up some scientific views of the problem of instructional design of illustrative teaching information in the modern education. The author substantiates the factors of instructional design of illustrative teaching information from the psychological and pedagogical perspective which is the essential condition and crucial key to the resolution of conflicts in the pedagogical process

Keywords: instructional design; illustrative teaching information; representative system of perception; factors
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The search for optimal ways to improve the training of future specialists in the formation of information and intellectual and civil legal society
The article rasmatrivayutsya search for optimal ways to improve training of law enforcement agencies related to drug trafficking

Keywords: professional education; practical orientation; information and intellectual society; drug trafficking; civil law; a system of beliefs; principles and priorities; efficiency

Gerasimov A.

Quantitative analysis of modern Norwegian fishing fleet
The structure and quantitative structure of fishing vessels of Norway is studied. The short analysis of the general structural features of fishing fleet of Norway as by one of most front lines and perspective branches in universal economic system is carried out. Within research fishing vessels of all types in length more than 20 m. constructed in Norway and/or beyond its limits for the Norwegian customers in 2001-2010 were considered
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**Bychkovskaya E.**

*Psycho-pedagogical problem of forming a parent of a child with hearing loss*

The article is devoted to the topic of parent-child relationships in families raising a child with hearing impairment. Attention is drawn to the manner in which the defect affects the microclimate of the child in the family. The author concludes that the importance of family in shaping the personality of the child with abnormal mental development, including children with hearing impairments.
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**Kozlyakov K.**

*The main stages of motivational readiness for professional students of psychology*

The base process of the student motivation readiness has been made up. The definition of the collocation motivation readiness has been revealed, all steps of student motivation readiness formation to their future profession have been described. In the article the motivation readiness structure and the main components that describe it are being revealed.
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